COVERMASTER Ultima Series

Details
Continental is delighted to bring the worldwide market leading gym floor cover from COVERMASTER™ to the
UK.
Covermaster® Ultima Series Gym Floor Cover is the industry’s best, most versatile and durable line of covers.
Utilising the knife/spread coating method, the Ultima Series Gym Floor Covers are produced to superior
standards, resulting in the most unique covers in the industry. Covermaster® Ultima Series covers are more
resilient and will maintain their appearance longer, even under repeated use, since their coating cannot
separate from the core.
Ultima is unique in the UK by being reversible - you have two sides that can both be used as the top surface perhaps one kept for "best" for annual usage in graduation ceremonies with the other side being used more
frequently for social events.
We offer three versions of Ultima - the Ultima 5000, 4000 and 3000. Please take a look at the different
specifications and available accessories shown below, then contact Continental with the dimensions of your
facility for pricing information:

ULTIMA 5000
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A Heavy Duty, Extra Thick, Ripple Pattern, Slip Resistant
Cover
Usage per annum: unlimited

Covermaster Ultima 5000

Usage: Heavy duty use / all events
A HEAVY DUTY, EXTRA THICK, RIPPLE PATTERN, SLIP
RESISTANT COVER
High wearing, decorative, ripple patterned top surface
Thick outer wear coatings
Superior tear resistance
Can be used either side up
Designed for high frequency use
Suitable for any event
In single or dual color combinations
ADA compliant, anti-slip friction co-efficient rating of
1.80
For the ultimate in protection, COVERMASTER offers the
ULTIMA 5000™. It’s our thickest, most durable cover with a
slip resistant surface. This superior model provides
incomparable protection against possible damage from high
heels, chairs, table legs and other abrasive items. One touch
and you'll be convinced. Nothing else compares.

ULTIMA 4000
A Heavyweight, Diamond Tread-Plate Pattern, Slip Resistant
Cover
Usage per annum: 12 times or more

Covermaster Ultima 4000

Usage: Dances, concerts, graduations, trade shows, career
fairs, examinations
A HEAVYWEIGHT, DIAMOND TREAD-PLATE PATTERN, SLIP
RESISTANT COVER
Diamond tread-plate pattern, anti-slip top surface
Can be used either side up
Designed for high frequency use
Suitable for any event
In single or dual color combinations
ADA compliant, anti-slip friction co-efficient rating of
0.61
This cover will guard against the rigors of heavy traffic
events. Tables, chairs, even stage & sound setups are a
matter of course. The desert sand side, with its anti-slip,
diamond tread-plate pattern, is best for graduations and
commencements, when decor is more important. The darker
side is ideal for dances and concerts.
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ULTIMA 3000
A Deluxe, Highly Decorative, Holographic Cube Pattern, Slip
Resistant Cover
Usage per annum: 10-12 times
Usage: Dances, graduations, examinations, shows
A DELUXE, HIGHLY DECORATIVE, HOLOGRAPHIC CUBE
PATTERN, SLIP RESISTANT COVER

Covermaster Ultima 3000

Exclusive decorative, holographic cube pattern, anti-slip
top surface
Value priced
Can be used either side up
Designed for high frequency use
ADA compliant, anti-slip friction co-efficient rating of
0.66
The twilight gold, holographic cube pattern, slip resistant
surface is perfect for more formal occasions because it will
give your gym a strikingly decorative look unlike any other
cover. The dark grey side is perfect for any heavy duty
event. Strong and durable, the cover meets all requirements
to convert a gym for multi-purpose use and will stand up to
repeated use for years to come.

COVERMASTER™ Ultima Accessories
ULTIMA SERIES COVERMATE™
Covermaster’s gym floor cover handling system, the Ultima
Series COVERMATE™ is unique. It is the only storage system
in the industry designed by certified professional engineers.
Ultima Series CoverMate™ embodies a wealth of
incomparable advances in safety and handling. With patents
pending on all proprietary engineering and safety
components, Ultima Series COVERMATE™ will stand alone
for many years to come. While many look-alike systems
have since appeared, none have been designed according to
acceptable safety standards. Meanwhile, Covermaster
continues to lead the way in the industry innovations. The
Ultima Series COVERMATE™, a totally redesigned system, is
the result of more than 20 years of hands-on experience,
numerous stability tests and extensive user feedback. With
its many new floor cover handling and safety aspects, the
Ultima Series COVERMATE™ incorporates leading edge
design that makes it the easiest-to-use cover installation,
removal and storage system. Ease of handling and storage
were central to its development. Thanks to professional
engineering and the use of premium, stronger components,
Ultima Series COVERMATE™ lifts gym floor cover handling to
a whole new level of safety, convenience and durability.
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Extendable Safety Outriggers
The bright orange outriggers are key to the safety aspect of
Ultima Series COVERMATE™. In their extended position it is
virtually impossible for the system to be tipped over. And
because the outriggers run on their own casters, Ultima
Series COVERMATE™ can be moved about the gym with
ease.
Powder Coated Tubular Frame
Ultima Series COVERMATE™ gets its robust strength from
the rectangular frame made from 1 1/2" and 2" tubular
steel. Powder coated in a rich silvery color, the entire system
is as pleasing to the eye as it is outstanding in its
performance and ease of use.
Non-Marking Casters
Each of the 6 Colson brand casters on Ultima Series
COVERMATE™ feature 3/4” thick non-marking Santoprene®
SofTreads which are designed specifically for hardwood
gymnasium floors. These noise-less, smooth running treads
are a key feature of the precision engineered, ball bearing
casters.
Foot Lock
Custom engineered, this patent pending, foot operated
anchoring device locks Ultima Series COVERMATE™ in place.
Simply push the square pedal down to lock. To unlock, just
step on the release. There are two foot locks, one on either
end. No need to search for caster brakes, as the locks are
bolted to the frame.
Roller Collar
Each cover roller is fitted with a yellow collar to prevent
side-ways movement of the roller. The collar also guards
against the possibility that fingers get caught in between the
roller and the bracket. Note the safety bolt above the roller
that prevents roller 'pop-up' during use.
Roller Brackets
The patented, rubber mounted, polycarbonate roller
brackets feature Delrin roller bearings. Their smooth action
allows each cover section to roll on and off Ultima Series
COVERMATE™ with a minimum of effort. A safety bolt prevents roller 'pop-ups' during cover removal while not
interfering with the free turning of the roller.
Hand Cranks
Ultima Series COVERMATE™ comes with two portable hand
cranks. These one-piece cranks are made of incredibly
strong Lexan polycarbonate for heavy duty use. The long
slotted mouth piece fits snugly into the roller for a secure fit
and positive cranking action. If dropped accidentally, it will
not damage hard-wood floors.
Roller Clips
The specially molded, push-on Quick Clips are made of
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flexible plastic to avoid possible injury. The plastic clips
quickly attach the cover sections to their rollers. Just hold
the cover against the roller, then slide the clip down and
over until it locks in place. The cover is now ready to be
rolled back up.
Storage cover
Avaialable at additional cost, this attractive storage cover
keeps your CoverMate™ system and the gym floor cover
clean and ready for the next event. It also discourages
unauthorized use and reduces the need for cleaning.
Supplied in a plain colour as standard, but also available with
bespoke printing.
PowerMate™ ELECTRIC WINDER

Powermate

IT'S EASY TO REMOVE A GYM FLOOR COVER...WITH
POWERMATE™
To remove a gym floor cover from the floor, simply attach
each cover section to its roller and wind it back up with the
two standard hand cranks.
Or get the optional PowerMate™, a heavy duty power winder
with as much as 270 ft-lb of torque that handles the largest
and heaviest of gym floor covers. It makes an easy job even
easier!
PowerMate™ Features

Powermate

Portable power winder
One-hand operation when engaged
Power assists in rolling up cover sections
Special adapter head fits inside roller end
Forward/reverse switch
Light, compact design
Includes plastic storage/carrying case
Slotted, 6" long coupler secures a connection
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TapeMate™ WITH SEAMING TAPE

TapeMate

TapeMate™, our practical, easy-to-use, walk-behind tape
dispenser, is a much easier and faster way to tape a cover.
No more crouching to hold down the cover sections! Made of
enamelled, heavy gauge steel, the front wheel applies the
tape as you walk it along. Ergonomically designed, the
handle adjusts to any person's height, making TapeMate™
very comfortable and easy to use for anyone. The drop-inplace tape support allows for fast roll changeover.
COVERMASTER Seaming Tape is Specially formulated, extra
strength, clear tape that’s easy to remove and leaves no
messy glue residue behind.
75mm (3") wide x 33m long per roll
16 rolls per carton

Seaming tape

The video below shows how easy it is to set up and put away the COVERMASTER™ Ultima Series sports hall
floor protection:
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